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Scanning Confocal Optical Microscopyand
Magnetic Resonance on Single Defect Centers
A. Gruber,A. Drabenstedt, C. Tietz, L. Fleury,J. Wrachtrup,*
C. von Borczyskowski
The fluorescence of individual nitrogen-vacancy defect centers in diamond was observed with room-temperature scanning confocal optical microscopy. The centers were
photostable, showing no detectable change in their fluorescence emission spectrum as
a function of time. Magnetic resonance on single centers at room temperature was shown
to be feasible. The magnetic resonance spectra revealed marked changes in zero-field
splitting parameters among different centers. These changes were attributed to straininduced differences in the symmetry of the centers.

Spectroscopyon single quantumsystems study that the center is assumedto have a
promisesto become a powerfulmethodfor
the investigationof impuritiesin the condensed phase. The development of highresolutionoptical microscopyhas fostered
considerableprogressin this field. Most
prominentstudiesuse near-field(1-4) and
confocal fluorescence microscopy (5) on
singledye molecules.Individualmesoscopic
systems such as quantumdots have been
investigatedin a similarway (6, 7). Thereis
a continuousdemandto extend the classof
systemsthat can be investigatedwith these
techniques, especially to technologically
relevant materials.Here we reportthe observationof defect or color centers on an
individualbasis.The centersdetectedwere
nitrogen vacancy (N-V) defects in diamond. Diamondhas been subjectto extensive optical investigations,and over 100
luminescentdefects have been reportedto
exist (8, 9). The N-V centeris one of those
studiedin most detail (10-12). It consistsof
a substitutionalnitrogenatom with an adjacent carbon vacancy (13) and has C3V
symmetry,with the symmetryaxis oriented
along the crystallographic[1111axis (14).
The main photophysicalparametersof the
N-V center have been determinedpreviously( 15) and indicatethe suitabilityof the
systemfor single center detection;they are
a largeabsorptioncrosssection at the excitation wavelength, a short excited-state
lifetime 7 [forsynthetic type lb diamond7
= 11.6 ns ( 16)], andhigh quantumefficiency (4- 1) (15) for radiativerelaxation.In
addition,no efficient shelvingin a metastable state has been reportedfor N-V centers
at room temperature,although the high
spectralhole-burningefficiencyat low temperatureindicatestheir existence (12). It is
of considerableimportancefor the present

paramagneticelectron ground state (11),
making it accessibleto optically detected
magneticresonance(ODMR).
N-V centersare most efficientlycreated
in type lb syntheticdiamondthroughelectron irradiation(2 MeV) and subsequent
annealingat 900?C in vacuum(10). Single
diamondcrystalsof 100 pLmthicknesswere
used in our experiments.Electron(e) irradiation doses between 1012 e/cm2and 1015
e/cm2 and annealingtimes around 1 hour
yieldeddefect center concentrationsof 0.2
to 200 centersper cubicmicrometer,allowing us to resolve individualcenters at the
lowest radiationdoses.
The sample fluorescence was excited
andprobedwith a self-builtconfocaloptical
A

microscope operating at room temperature
(17). Sets of lateral scans of dimensions 20
by 20 [Lm2were obtained for diamond samples irradiatedwith different electron doses,
decreasing from 5 x 1014e/cm2 (Fig. 1A) to
1 x 1013 e/cm2 (Fig. 1C). The axial position of the excitation focus was chosen to
be 50 pLmbelow the surface of the diamond.
The fluorescence intensity decreases with
decreasing radiation dose, thus diminishing
the defect center density. In Fig. 1C, the
concentration of luminescent centers is
such that the average distance between
them is larger than the diameter of our
probe volume. A 5 by 5 [Lm2scan of the
lower left corner of Fig. 1C (Fig. 1E) clearly
demonstrates the resolution of individual
luminescent spots. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the spots (see Fig.
1D) is 330 nm, which is close to the diffraction-limited spatial resolution of our
confocal microscope. When the electron
irradiation dose was further decreased, this
spot size remained constant but the average
distance between the spots increased. We
conclude that we observed individual quantum constituents of the diamond lattice.
Under similar electron irradiation and annealing conditions as those used in our
experiment, other types of luminescent defect centers have been reported to exist in
diamond (15). In order to identify the defect, we recorded the fluorescence spectra of
individual luminescent centers found in our
experiments (Fig. 2). The observed spectrum agrees well with recent low-tempera-
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Fig. 1. Confocal microscopy raster scans (20 by 20 pm2) of diamond samples irradiated with different
electron doses. The bars on the right side of each figure define the colors in terms of counts per second.
The numbers on the bottom and top of each bar give the minimum and maximum number of counts per
second found in that scan. (A) Electron radiation dose 5 x 1014 e/cm2, (B) dose 1 x 1014 e/cm2, (C)
Instituteof Physics,University
of TechnologyChemnitz, dose 1 x 1 o13 e/cm2. (E) Scan (5 by 5 pm2) of the lower left corner of (C). (D) Line scan along the dotted
Reichenhainer
Strasse 70, 09126 Chemnitz,Germany. line in (E). AXFWHM indicates the full width at half maximum of the fluorescence spots in (E). In all of the
*Towhomcorrespondenceshouldbe addressed.E-mail: experiments, the laser intensity impinging on the sample was 9 pW, and the dwell time per pixel was
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ture bulk fluorescencespectraof the same
system(10), provingthat the observedfluorescencestemsfroma N-V defect center.
Evenunderthe highestexcitationintensities used (5 MW/cm2) (18), none of the
centersinvestigatedso farshowedany indication of photobleachingor any change in
the fluorescencespectrumas a function of
time. However,intensityfluctuationson a
time scalearound10 pLshave been observed
with the intensityautocorrelationfunction
(19). The correlationtime dependson the
excitation power.This is a furtherhint at
the existence of a metastablestate in the
optical pumpingcycle of the center (20).
Previoushigh-resolutionoptical(11, 12)
and electronparamagneticresonancemeasurements(20) have revealedthe spin triplet nature (total spin angularmomentum
S = 1) of the electronicgroundstate of the
N-V center. The first excited triplet state
(3E) is believed to be populatedthrough
optical excitation from the ground state
(3A). On the basis of low-temperatureoptical investigations,it has been concluded
that the optical pumpingcycle of the N-V
center, involving triplet-tripletabsorption,
internalconyersion,andfluorescencerelaxation, does not conservespin angularmomentum(21), leadingto spin-selectivepopulationof the groundtripletsubstatesof the
excited defects. Thus, continuous optical
excitation is believed to generate a nonBoltzmannsteady-statespin alignment in
the N-V center in the tripletgroundstate.
The degeneracyof the spin sublevelsof this
triplet groundstate is lifted becauseof the
anisotropicdipolar interactionof the unpairedelectron spins.Without applyingan
external magnetic field, the concomitant
splitting is describedby the two zero-field
splitting parametersD and E (22). The
parameterE can be interpretedas a measure
of the axial symmetryof the center (23).
Microwave radiation resonant with the
triplet spin transitionsin the groundstate
affects the steady-statepopulation of the
optically pumped3E-stateof the N-V defect center. The ensuing change in fluorescence intensity is representativeof the
magnetic resonance in the triplet ground
Table 1. Comparison of the zero-field splitting
parameters D and E between different centers at
room temperature as well as with low-temperature (T = 1.5 K) bulk measurements.
Zero-field splitting
parameters

D/MHz

E/MHz

Ensemble (T = 300 K)*
Ensemble (T = 1.5 K)t
Center 1* (T= 300 K)

2870
2880
2870

7.0 ? 0.1
7.5
0 ? 0.7
2 + 0.4

Center2t (T= 300 K)

2870

(23).
*Thiswork. tReference

state. This ODMR signal has previously
been observed at low temperature(24).
The activation energy for spin lattice relaxation (time constant T=
1.170 ms)
has been determinedto be 62.2 meV (20).
If the optical pumpingcycle is fast enough,
one would thus expect to find spin alignment in the groundstate and consequently
an ODMR signal even at room temperature. The magneticresonancesignal of an
ensemble of defect centers (n
10) obtained underambientconditions (Fig.3A)
was indeed found to appear as a 10%
decrease of the fluorescence intensity of
the centers. Two nearly degeneratedlines
were obtained, with a splitting between
the maxima of the two components of
2E = 14 MHzand a width of -12 MHzfor
each line. On the basisof known zero-field
splitting parametersof the N-V center
(24) (Table 1), the two ODMR lines can
be attributedto two of the three possible
transitionsin the groundtriplet state. The
observation of two ODMR lines in the
ensemble spectra indicates that the local
axial symmetry(C30) of most of the centers is broken in the groundstate (23). In
the ODMR spectrum of a single center
(Fig. 3C), only a single line is observed.A
best fit to the spectrumyields a Lorentzian
curve (line width 5 MHz) at 2870 MHz.
This is expected for a center with an E
value close to or equal to zero, so that no
splitting can be resolved in the ODMR
spectrum. The center obviously has retained axial symmetry. In contrast, the
ODMR spectrumof a differentsingle center (Fig. 3B) shows two lines, each with a
width of 5 MHz and a splitting of -4
MHz. Obviously, the axial symmetryof
this center is broken. Only 15% of the
centers observed showed a single ODMR
line and thus had axial symmetry.Most of
the centershad E values rangingfrom2 to
9 MHz. This explains why the ODMR

signal of symmetric centers is usually
masked in bulk magnetic resonance studies, where we always found a two-line
spectrum. Recent magnetic resonance experiments on the excited triplet state of
single molecules (25-27) at low temperature showed ODMR lines that were inhomogeneously broadened. The Lorentzian
line shape found in our experiments on
single centers may be due to the fact that
at room temperature, the shortening of the
transversal spin relaxation time T2 causes
a homogeneous broadening larger than the
hyperfine coupling, giving rise to an overall homogeneous ODMR line.
Because of its optical, mechanical, and
electronic properties, diamond is a material
of considerable interest for numerous industrial applications. Most of the diamond material used in industrial applications is
grown by chemical vapor deposition, resulting in microcrystalline material (8). Confocal fluorescence microscopy (as demonstrated here) or near-field microscopy will provide new insight into the properties of such
types of diamond. The present studies were
carried out at room temperature, and the
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence spectrum of a single N-V
defect center. The wavelength of the zero phonon
line (ZPL) is 637 nm (1.945 eV). Excitationwas at

514 nm. Accumulationtime was 600 s. A holographicnotch and red pass filterwere used to
suppress straylight.
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Fig. 3. Optically detected magnetic resonance
spectrum of an ensemble of N-V centers (A) and
two differentsingle N-V centers (B and C) in zero
external magnetic field. Accumulation times were
120 s for the ensemble spectrum, 600 s for center
1, and 800 s for center 2. For the ODMR experiment on center 2, the optical excitation intensity
was four times greater than that used on center 1 .
The smooth curves superimposed on the data in
(B) and (C) are fits with Lorentzian lines. The resulting zero-field splitting parameters are listed in
Table 1. The insets show the spin sublevels in the
3A ground state of the center, labeled I -, 12>,

and I3>. The arrows indicatethe microwave
(MW)irradiation.
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key componentsof ourmicroscopearestandard items in commercialproduct lines.
This will make the techniqueeasily accessible to a largecommunityof materialsscientists. The limited optical spectralresolution resultingfrom the largeroom-temperaturezerophonon linewidth(FWHM= 30
cm- 1 at T = 300 K) can be partlyovercome
by magneticresonance.Such ODMR spectra contain a greatvarietyof structuralinformation;for example,on the distribution
of other impuritiesaroundthe center (24)
or the local strainin the diamondlattice,as
demonstrated here. More sophisticated
ODMR experiments,including the use of
ultrahighmagneticfield gradients(28) and
ground-statenuclear magnetic resonance
experiments,can be envisaged.The combination of these techniqueswith opticalmicroscopyallowsdetailedmaterialcharacterization at a local level that is otherwise
maskedby ensembleaveraging.
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Creep Response of the HaywardFaultto Stress
Changes Caused by the Loma Prieta Earthquake
James J. Lienkaemper,*Jon S. Galehouse, Robert W. Simpson
In 1996, an 18-millimetercreep event, the largest ever observed on the Haywardfault,
occurred between surveys 63 days apart. This event markedthe end of a period of
severely reduced creep on the southernpartof the faultthat began afterthe 1989 Loma
Prieta,California,earthquake.The reductionin creep was consistent withelastic models
for earthquake-inducedstatic stress changes on the Haywardfault.These data suggest
that creep observations can indicate regionalstress changes of about 1 bar or less.
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Earthquakemodels generallyassumethat
stress acrossplate tectonic boundariesincreasessteadilywith time. However,large
earthquakescan perturbthe stressfield acting on neighboringfaults (1). We present
evidence that the Loma Prietaearthquake
affectedthe dynamicsof creepon the nearby Haywardfault.
The probabilityof a magnitude(M) 7 or
largerearthquakein the next 30 yearson
the Haywardfault is 45% (2), and it is
thoughtto be the mosthazardousfaultzone

in the San FranciscoBayregion.The Hayward,a majorbranchof the San Andreas
faultsystem,exhibitscreepalongat least68
km of its <100 km length (Fig. 1). Creep
rates over the past several decades vary
along the fault from -9 mm/yearnear the
south end to -3 mm/yearin northemOakland (3). The averagerate for most of the
fault is 4.8 mm/year(3). Fordecadesbefore
the 17 October 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, creep rates at several monitoring
sites, averagedover a few years,had gener-
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Fig. 1. Calculated static stress changes produced by Loma Prieta earthquake. Oblique view eastward
of the San Francisco (SF) Bay region, Califomia,shows the San Andreas faultsystem. Colored patches,
mostly 10 km long by 13 km deep, show calculated changes in horizontalshear stress for each fault (4,
5). A red gradient indicates greater loading on a fault; blue indicates some relaxation of plate-tectonic
drivingstress. Califomiamap shows orientationof area in view, with the coastline in black for reference
and active faults in brown. Faults are vertical, except the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake rupture (12),
shown in yellow, dips 700 SW. The 70-km-long, creeping Hayward fault trace is magenta; stress is
computed at a grid size of 2 km. Locations: P, Point Pinole; 0, Oakland; H, Hayward; F, Fremont; and
CR, Calaveras Reservoir. Other faults: GVF, Green Valley; CF, Concord; NCF, Northem Calaveras;
SRGF, Sargent; RCF, Rodgers Creek; and SGF, San Gregorio.
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